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Absfracl- In wireless mobile networks, particularly in PCS networks, 
new calls to a portable may be lost due to the incorrect location information 
in the mobility database, which leads to an database failure. Such database 
failure can be recovered either through the portable’s registration initia- 
tion, the deregistration when it crosses the loration area boundary or the 
active location update. In this paper, we analyze the active location update 
scheme under several different mobile trafAc distributions for the failure 
restoration. We present analytical results for cost analysis. We find that 
under certain conditions there exists an optimal choice of location update 
period to minimize the total cost which represents the tradeoff between the 
location update and call loss. Our results provide a general framework for 
evaluating active database failure recovery schemes in wireless networks. 

Keywork- Wireless networks, Mobile computing, PCS, Handoff prob- 
ability, Handoff rate, Call dropping probability, Call holding time, Call 
blocking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OBILITY databases (HLR and VLR) in PCS networks M and future wireless networks are used to efficiently lo- 
cate the mobile users for service delivery, when such databases 
fail to provide the correct location information about a mobile 
user, the network has to either page the user across the network, 
which induces too much traffic, or simply drop the call to that 
mobile user, which increases the blocking probability. Thus, in 
the PCS networks and the future wireless network design, cer- 
tain failure recovery schemes have to be implemented in order 
to tackle these two situations. 

In the EIAfTIA IS-41 standard ([SI), the user location strate- 
gies use two-level hierarchical registration schemes. In such 
system, the Home Location Register (HLR) is the location regis- 
ter which maintains the mobile’s identity information containing 
the mobile user information such as directory number, profile 
information, current location, authentication information and 
billing information. The HLR is a database residing in the home 
system of the mobile. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) is 
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the location register other than the HLR used to retrieve infor- 
mation for handling of calls from or to the mobile which visits 
another area or system (roaming), ire., a VLR is a database asso- 
ciated with a PCS network that the mobile user is currently vis- 
iting. When the mobile is in its home system (where the mobile 
subscribes to its service), the location information of the mo- 
bile can be directly accessed from the HLR in the home system. 
When a call to the mobile is requested, the Mobile Switching 
Center (MSC) will directly get the location information from 
HLR and direct the call to the mobile. If the mobile moves to 
a visiting system (the PCS network the mobile is currently vis- 
iting), the mobile initiates a registration process with the new 
visited MSC. During this process, the mobile identity informa- 
tion is created from the HLR and is stored in the VLR in the 
visited system. The home MSC updates its current location in 
its HLR. 

To originate a call, the mobile contacts the visited MSC in the 
network. The call request is processed using the information in 
VLR and call connection can be established eventually. If a call 
is to the mobile user, the call is directed to the originating MSC, 
then a contact with the home MSC of the mobile is made with 
the help of its HLR. The location information stored in the HLR 
database is used to locate the mobile user, and the call is directed 
to the visited MSC where the mobile is currently visiting, the 
call is forwarded to the mobile. Thus, PCS mobility databases 
(HLRs and VLRs) are modified and queried frequently for loca- 
tion tracking and call delivery. 

Due to such constant changes of location information for a 
mobile in HLR’s and VLR’s, the location information may be 
corrupted. When the mobile does not register often, the loca- 
tion information in the HLWVLR may be obsolete. These leads 
to the HLWVLR database failure. All calls or call connections 
arriving to the mobile before the failure recovery will be lost ( 
i.e., the calling party will get the call blocked). As a service 
provider, it has to minimize this blockage. Such database fail- 
ure can be recovered either when the mobile initiates a call in 
a cell, which reveals the current location of the mobile in the 
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cellular network, or when the mobile crosses a Location Area 
(LA) boundary, where a registration /de-registration process is 
carried out. However, there is a significant problem with these 
two recovery schemes: if the mobile rarely initiate any calls, the 
location information will be obsolete after some time, the delay 
via the paging scheme ([2]) may be too long that the calls to the 
mobile before a database failure recovery will be lost. In order to 
overcome this problem, the autonomous registration mechanism 
was proposed ( [9 ] ) ,  in which a mobile periodically re-registers 
with the system. In this approach, a mobile periodically estab- 
lishes radio contact with the network to confirm its location. It 
has been shown ([9]) that the HLR restoration delay is reduced. 

Several database recovery schemes were proposed in the last 
several years. Lin ([21], [22]) modeled the HLR and VLR 
restoration with and without check-pointing in IS-41 and GSM, 
conducted the performance analysis. It is also possible for HLR 
to aggressively restore its location records by requesting the 
known VLRs to provide the exact location information. Wang 
et a1 ( [ 25 ] )  proposed a novel aggressive approach for failure re- 
covery of PCS and analyze its performance. We observe that 
any failure restoration scheme with active location update will 
induce a cost to the system, the more frequent location update 
will increase the signaling trafiic, while less frequent location 
update will result in m'ore blocked calls and lower customer sat- 
isfaction. There is a tradeoff between these two, an overall cost 
analysis is needed. Recently, Haas and Lin ([ 151) took this ap- 
proach and studied the effect of the HLR failures on various sys- 
tem parameters and came up with a set of recommendation for 
setting up the value of the periodic interval for the autonomous 
registration mechanism. However, in their work it is assumed 
that the LA residence time and the inter-arrival time of the ini- 
tiating calls are all exponentially distributed and the cost analy- 
sis are carried out via simulations. It will be more desirable to 
give some analytical results under general assumptions on the 
LA residence time and the inter-arrival time of the new initi- 
ating calls, and relate the location update interval to the traffic 
parameters. This is the main focus of this paper. 

In this paper, we present analytical results for the performance 
evaluation on an active location update scheme for the mobil- 
ity database failure recovery for the PCS networks under more 
general realistic assumptions. For some specific cases, we give 
analytic formula relating the location update interval to the sys- 
tem parameters. The results show that there exists an optimal 
value of location update period which can minimize the total 
cost. These results can be used to adaptively adjust the location 
update interval according to the traffic and mobility conditions. 
Although our analysis is for the PCS networks, the analytical 
framework is also applicable to the future wireless networks, 
where the infrastructure for mobility management will likely 
to be the same. We expect that the results will play a signifi- 
cant role in the active failure restoration of mobility databases 
in wireless networks. 

11. THE DISTRIBUTION OF RECOVERY TIME 

Before we present our analytical results, we give some nota- 
tion and definitions first. The recovery time, t,, is defined as 
the time interval between the time instants of the data failure 
and the recovery. If we denote t ,  as the time intervals between 
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Fig. 1 .  Time digram for the database failure restoration 

the instant of database failure and the instant that the mobile 
crosses the LA boundary, to as the interval between the instant 
of database failure and the instant of the call origination (we 
will call it residual residence time), and t ,  as the interval be- 
tween the instants of the failure and the location update, then the 
recovery time interval t ,  is the minimum among these three val- 
ues: t,, to, t,, i.e., t, = min{t,, t o ,  t,}. Some other time related 
parameters are: to, which is the time interval between two con- 
secutive calls originated from the mobile, t A ,  which is the time 
interval between two consecutive call arrivals to the mobile, tc 
(the residence time), which is the time interval between two LA 
crossings by the mobile, T,, which is the constant time inter- 
val between two periodic location updates for the mobile, and 
Tf, which is mean time between two mobility database failures. 
Figure 1 shows the relationship among all these parameters. 

The total cost for the failure restoration, denoted by Ctotalr 
contains two parts: one is the cost of lost calls, the other is the 
location update cost. In order to characterize this quantity, we 
need to know the probability distribution of the failure recovery 
time first. 

As we discussed in last section, any incoming calls which ar- 
rive between the instant of the database failure and the instant 
of the database restoration will be lost (we neglect the network- 
wide paging in this paper for simplification). Recall that recov- 
ery time interval t, = min{t,, to, t,}. Let f,(t,), fo(to), fc(tc) 
and fp(tp) denote the probability density functions for the ran- 
dom variables t,, t,, t, and t,, respectively. It is expected that 
the time interval between two successive database failures is rel- 
atively longer than the location update interval T,, so it is rea- 
sonable to assume that the density distribution function fp(tp) 
oft, is: 

(1) 
1 

f p W  = Tp) Q L tp L TP 

It is also a reasonable assumption that the calls originated from 
the mobile forms a Poisson process, i.e., to is exponentially dis- 
tributed: 

fo(to) = X,e-x~t~  (2)  

where fo(to) is the probability density of to  and A, is the rate of 
calls originated from the mobile. 

The distribution oft,, which we call residual residence time, 
is  relatively complex. The distribution of t ,  is  related to t C ,  

which we term as residual residence time of a mobile in a LA. 
The distribution of t~ depends on the geometry and the area 
of a LA, as well as the traffic distribution of mobiles inside the 
LA. In ([15]), the authors assume that t, ( or tc ) is simply 
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exponentially distributed. Recent study ([ 101) showed that this 
assumption may not be adequate for some situations, where the 
residence time may have large deviation from exponential dis- 
tribution. In fact, the actual distribution of tc can be measured 
experimentally. We can use more general distributions to fit the 
measured data. ([ 121) proposed the so-called the hyper-Erlang 
distribution to fit field data, because the hyper-Erlang distribu- 
tion can provide very powerful approximation to any general 
distribution. We observe that the Hyper-Erlang distribution is 
just the convex combination of Erlang distributions. Many com- 
putations using the Hyper-Erlang distribution can be reduced to 
finding computational methods for the Erlang distribution case. 
In this paper, without loss of generality we assume that the resi- 
dence time has an Erlang distribution. Compared with exponen- 
tial distribution, Erlang distribution is more general, a random 
variable with Erlang distribution can be thought as a summation 
of random variables with exponential distribution of equal mean 
([12]). The explicit forms of fo(t,) and fc(tc) are 

mA, (m A, tc)m-l e-*'ctc 

(m - l)! (3) 

where f c ( t c )  is the probability density function of tc and A, is 
the rate of the LA boundary crossing. 

fc(tc) = 

Denote t ,  = min{t,, t,}, then we have 

00 

f,(t,) = f4t) Sm f c ( 7 ) d T  + fC(4 1 fo(T)dT (4) 
t 

Direct calculation of f,(t,) may be very complex. Instead 
we can turn to the Laplace transform of f,(t,). In fact we will 
find out that the Laplace transform is more useful in our fu- 
ture analysis. Let f; (s), f,* (s) and f,* (s) to denote the Laplace 
transforms of f,(t), fo(t) and fc(t), respectively, we have 

( 5 )  

m 

s + A, + mX, 
- --[I- ( 

A, + s 

(7) 

When m = 1, the Erlang distribution is the exponential dis- 
tribution. In this case, we have 

Eq(8) implies that t,(= min{t,,t,}), the minimum random 
variable of two random variables to and t ,  with exponential dis- 
tributions, is still exponentially distributed, the mean value oft, 
is just the summation of the mean value of t ,  and to.  

The recovery time is given by t ,  = min{t,,t,,t,} = 
min{t,, t,}. Since f i ( z )  and f ; ( z )  do not have any poles be- 
tween (0, a), we can use Eq(31) in Appendix l to compute the 
Laplace transform of the probability density function f,. ( t , )  : 

A, mA, 
+-[I-( A, + s  s + A, + "Ac)-] 

Noticing that both f,* ( z )  and f,* ( z )  do not have poles between mA, 
(0, CO), we can use Eq(31) in Appendix 1 to compute f;(s), the + (A,+mA,+s-z 
Laplace transformation of f , ( t ) ,  

x- 1 (1 - e-G" ~ S 
T P Z  z ( z  - s) f;(4 W,(t,)l = f,*(s) + f,*(s) 

- .  19) \ ,  

After some mathematical manipulations (detailed calculation 
can be found in Appendix 2): (6) 

Since f,*(s - z )  = o(Izl-') and f ,*(z)  = o(lzl-'), we can 
change the integration along I, into a contour integration &, 
where the contour consists of the I, and CR = { z I  IzI = 
CO, arg(z)  : 7r/2 -+ -7~/2}. Since the integral along CR is zero 
(we are using the limiting process in this argument), this change 
will not affect the equality in (6). Therefore, from Residue The- 
orem ( [20 ] )  we obtain 

mX, + s A0 + s 
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A, + s 

1 ms 
Tp(A, + s)(A, + mA, + s) 

- S - 
Tp(Ao + 

- (-mX,T,)" S 
(m - l)! Tp(mAo + s ) ~  
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x F (m  - 1,2 ,  Tp(s + A, + mA,)) 

where we have defined a new function 3 ( n ,  k ,  z ) ,  which has the 
following form, 

e-" 
F ( n , k , z )  = (-I),- 

zk +e(- l ) - " ( T ) k ( k + l )  ...( k + i -  1)- e-" 

i= 1 

111. COST ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

As we mentioned before, the total cost of the active location 
update scheme for mobility database restoration consists of two 
parts, one is the cost of lost incoming calls, the other is the cost 
of location update. To evaluate the cost due to the lost calls, 
we must find the average number of lost incoming calls during 
the procedure of database failure recovery. In this section, we 
compute the average number of lost incoming calls and show its 
relationship to the Laplace transformation of f,. (t,.). 

From the Generalized Little's Law, the number of lost incom- 
ing phone calls is 

where A, is the arrival rate of incoming calls. 

tionship between Eloss and f,* (s), i.e., 

El,,, = A a E [ t v ] .  (12) 

By noticing that E[-&,] = -$f;(s)l,=~, we establish a rela- 

From Eq(l0) and Eq(13), the average number of lost calls 
when the residual residence time is Erlang distributed is 

A, (-mA,Tp)m 1 + -  -F(m - 1,1, T,(A, + mA,)) A, ( m -  i>! [TpA, 
+ F (m - 1, l,Tp(A, + mA,)) 

By setting m = 1 in Eq( 14), we obtain the average number of 
lost calls when t ,  has exponential distribution, which is given 

A,+A, 1 s 
Elms = -AaL  { + -  

ds A, + A, + s Tp (s + A, + 

average nulrber 01 the bsl calls 
0.86, 1 

m 

average numberd Ihe bsl calls 

0 7  

0.68 

0.66 Ao/ An = 0 5 

10 20 30 
m 

average n u W r  of Ihe k M  -118 

0 52 

0 5  

0 48 

Acl  A, = 1 

10 20 30 
m 

Fig. 2. Average number of lost calls as a function of m 

Using the average number of lost calls, we can evaluate the 
cost for the database recovery and the mobile location update 
of the system in the presence of database failure. Assume that 
c, is the cost per lost call when there are n calls lost during 
the failure recovery period, cv is the cost for sending out one 
location update signal. Ctot denotes the total cost per unit time, 
which is given by 

When cn is constant, let c, = c1. then we have, 

Eq( 17) shows the relationship between El,,, and Ctotal. 
El,,, can be computed from f,*(s), the Laplace transform of 
f,.(t,.). Once f,'(s) is obtained, Eq(14) and Eq(17) can be used 
to evaluate the total cost G o t .  

Next we present some numerical results for the average num- 
ber of lost calls and cost of location update. The analytical ex- 
pressions for Etot and Ctot presented in the previous section can 
be used to evaluate Etot and Ctot. The final results are shown 
from Figure 2 to Figure 7 . 

In Figure 2, the average number of lost calls is drawn as a 
function of the shape parameter m in the Erlang distribution. 
In this figure, we choose AaTp = 20 for illustration purpose. 
Since the variance of the Erlang distribution is 1/(mp2) (l/p 
is the mean of the Erlang distribution), the shape parameter m 
represents the variance of the Erlang distribution. We find that 
as m increases, the average number of lost calls will increase. 
When m increases from m = 1 to m = 10, there is a significant 
change of Eloss. Thus, the variance of the residual LA residence 
time tc does affect the average number of lost calls, hence the 
overall cost. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the average number of lost calls as 
a function of A,, A,, A, and Tp. In all these figures, m assumes 
values 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 .  Figure 3 shows the average number of lost calls 
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Average number of lost calls as a function of 2 and log(X,T,), 
h = l  

:. . . .  
. .. . . .  ....' _...' : 

1, & ' .  : 

,. . . . 
. .  

20 

Fig. 4. 

A, 

Average number of lost calls as a function of and log(XaTp), 
LP=l 

as a function of and Zog(X,Tp), in which normalization by 
A, is applied, where the variable is chosen to be 1. Figure 4 
shows the average number of lost calls as a function of 2 and 
log(X,Tp), where the variable 

From these figures, we find that when Tp goes to zero, the 
average number of lost calls also goes to zero. This conclusion 
is consistent with the intuition: more frequent location update 
always reduces the number of lost calls. 

increases, the average number of lost 
calls decreases. This is reasonable, because the increase of 
or implies more frequent call generations from the mobile or 
more frequent boundary crossings of the mobile, either case will 
reduce the time needed to recover mobility database failure, SO 

the Eloss will decrease. 
Next we discuss the total cost of database failure recovery and 

location update in the presence of database failure. Eq( 16) can 

takes 1. 

When either e or 

.io I Aa = 0.1 
AolA,.=O.l 

o% 

10 

5 

-10 20 
bS(A,TJ l o  

Fig. 5. Total cost as a function of log(X,T,) 

be written as 

Ctotal = -Eloss C1 + - = - El,,, + Tie,] (18) [ c1 Tp Tf TP Tf 

where $ means the cost of one lost call per unit time. For 
convenience, we can set to 1. Ctotal is regarded as a function 
of the dimensionless normalized location update interval X,Tp ( 
or location update period Tp in the units of ). To simplify our 
discussion, we also define a new parameter, c XacU, which is 
the cost of A, location update. 

Figure 5 to Figure 7 show the total cost of failure recovery and 
location update. The cost is in the units of $+, which is taken to 
be 1. Curves (a),  (b) ,  (c )  and ( d )  correspond to different values 
of c, which are O . O l , O . l ,  1 and 10, respectively. 

Figure 5 shows the total cost as Tp changes ( Remember Tp in 
the units of and we take the loglo scale for Tp ). We choose 
m = 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , ? = 0 . 1  ' &=0.1 .  A, 

These figures show that when m > 1 there always exist 
optimal values of Tp for the above chosen parameters. When 
Tp -+ 03, ctot approaches a constant. For the system param- 
eters we used above, El,,, may be too small to guarantee the 
existence of optimal Tp when m = 1, and cost from location 
update dominates the total cost. 

As Tp increases, the total cost mainly results from the cost 
of lost calls. From Figure 5 we find that when m increases, the 
asymptotic values with Tp = CO increase, especially when m 
changes from m = 1 to m = 2. This result is consistent with 
the observation that when m increases from m = 1 to m = 2, 
Eloss has a significant change. However, further increase of m 
does not bring the same effect on Eloss. This observation can 
greatly simplify the discussion on hype-Erlang distribution. 

Figure 6 shows the total cost as Tp changes. We take m = 4, 
= 0.1, = 0.01,0.1,0.5,1. Figure 6 shows that when 

2 increases, the existence of optimal Tp becomes less obvious. 
Especially when = 0.1,l and c = 1, there is no optimal 
Tp at all. The reason that the optimal value disappears is as 
follows: as increases, there are less incoming calls lost; when 

A.2 
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Fig. 7. Total cost as a function of log(X,T,) 

c is bigger ( here c = 1) the cost due to location update plays 
more significant role. This can be understood in the following 
way: the minimization problem is to find the “optimal” variable 
so the objective function is minimal, thus, in our case we can 
still find the “optimal” value, which, however, is not unique in 
our scenario! The figure also show that when increases, the 
asymptotic value of Ctot as Tp = 0;) decreases due to the loss 
of fewer incoming calls. 

Figure 7 shows the total cost as the Tp changes. In figure 7, 
We take m = 4, = 0.01,0.1,0.5,1. We find the 
existence of the optimal value of Tp under certain condition. 

= 0.1, 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we discuss the recovery procedure of mobility 
database failure in wireless mobile networks. We presented gen- 
eral analytical results to compute the probability density distri- 
bution of the failure recovery time and the average number of 
lost calls when the mobility database failure occurs. Numeri- 
cal results show that under certain traffic conditions, there exists 
an optimal value of location update period which can minimize 

the total cost for the mobility database failure recovery and ac- 
tive location update. Our approach, though investigated in the 
framework of PCS networks, can be easily generalized to other 
emerging wireless mobile networks in actively combating the 
mobility database failures. 
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APPENDIX If we introduce a complex variable z = E + ju, then 
Eq(eq:eq39) can be written in the following form Appendix 1: Calculation off,, (t,,) 

f p ( t p ) ,  which has the following form, dz fi*(s - z)fi*(z) 

(26) 

In the following, we calculate the Laplace transform of 
L: [ fi (4 I" d T f 2  ( T ) ]  = fi'(4 - lz 2nj Z 

CO 

f&) = f l ( t )  la f2(7-)d7 + f2( t )  j fl(T)dT (19) 
t t 

The Laplace transform of f,,(t,,) can be calculated from we have 

where L: denotes the Laplace transformation operator. 
The first term in the right hand side is 

roo r t  

By using the following relation 

we obtain 

(23) 
where we introduce E = 0' for the sake of the convergence of 
the integral. 

Using the partial integration formula, we have the follwoing 
relationship 

- fir(& - j w )  - 
E - j w  

From (21) and (23), we have 

where 1, = {zlz = O+ + jt, : -m + m}. 
Combing Eq(26) and Eq(27) we finally obtain 

The Eq(28) can be simplified if both f i ( Z )  and f i ( z )  do not 
have poles between ( 0 , ~ ) .  Using the following variable sub- 
stitution z + s - z ,  the last term in Eq(28) is given by 

d 2xj Z - h 27rj s - z  
dz f i * ( S - Z ) f i * ( Z )  - __ dz f;(s - Z)f i* (Z)  (29) 

where ZE is the following curve in the complex plane: 1; = 

Due to the facts that fl(z) -+ 0 and f2(z) -+ 0 when IzI + 
03 and both f:(z) and that f;(z) do not have poles between 
(0, CO), f:(z)  and f; ( z )  are analytical within the range (0, s) 
for any s > 0, we obtain 

{zlz = (3 - 0+) + j t ,  6 : -CO 4 m}. 

From Eq(28) and Eq(30), we obtain 

Appendix 2: Computation of f,* (s) 

1 f;(s) = - (1 - 
T P S  

s + AO + mX, 
+ - [ x o + s (  1 

A0 + s 

The third term in the above expression has two parts, the part 
with exponential factor e - T p "  and the part without exponential 
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factor. The one without exponential factor is 

s - z  

dz A0 S 

1 
X 

22 [z - (A0 + s)] [z - (A0 + mAc + s)]" 

(33) 

The two integrals in Eq(33) can be calculated in one of the 
following ways: combining 1, with either CR or CR, to change 
the above integrals into contour integrakwhere CR = {.I JzI -+ 
00, arg(z) : f + F} is the half circle in the left hand side of 
vertical axis in thecomplex plane, C R ~  = {z l  IzJ -P 00, arg( t )  : 
f -+ - f } is the half circle in the right hand side of vertical axis 
of the complex plane. The integrals along CR or CR, with the 
same integrand as in Eq(33) will disappear. From the Residue 
Theorem, we can easily obtain 

S - Z  

-S 

1 S 1 

m x 3 ( m  - 1, l,TpmXc) 

(34) where we have used the function T(n,k,z) defined in 
Eq(l0). Combining Eq(32), Eq(35) and Eq(36), we can obtain 
the expression for f,*(s) given in Eq(9). 

The part with exponential factor in the third term on the right 
hand side of Eq(32) is 

s - z  

X O  S e - T P ,  
= -% 

2 n ~  z - (A0 + S) TPz2(z - S )  

- 
TP 

S e - T P Z  

z2 [z - (A, + s)] [z - (A0 + mAc + s)]" 
(35) 

Combining 1, and CR, to form a contour integral and use the 
Residue Theorem, we finally have 
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